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Highly commend the CPD for having already completed many of the PERF 
recommendations. 
 
Below are questions that reference both PERF Recommendations and the Status Updates 
provided to the Public Safety Committee. 
 

Status Update # Questions 

Co-response When will the co-responder model be in place?  How will CPD 
evaluate its impact? 

36 Tactical 
debrief 

Did a tactical debrief take place after the Jan. 4th fatal shooting as 
outlined in the draft OIS policy? 

37 Critical 
Incident Review 
Board 

What is the process and timeline for how these recommendations 
related to establishing a Critical Incident Review Board are being 
considered? 

Monday Morning 
Quarterbacking 

Did the proposed process involving having supervisors review the 
below questions take place?  What was learned from the process? 

 -  Was the subject sufficiently contained without placing an 
officer between the subject and a high fence? 

 -  Was the need for tactical repositioning needed, considered, 
and possible? 

 -  Was a position with cover possible? 
 -  Was there too much compression of space? 
 -  Was a layered-less-lethal response possible or even 

discussed? 
 -  Other than the 40-mm, what tools did officers have and 

were they reasonable under the circumstances (e.g., was 
oleoresin capsicum (OC) spray accessible, and even it was, 
would it have been appropriate in the circumstance)? 

 -  What was the back-up plan? 
 -  Was a supervisor on-scene and sufficiently engaged with 

the answers to the questions above? 
 -  What happened after an officer(s) pointed a weapon(s) at 

the subject? Did he change? 
 -  How can we learn from the answers to all these questions? 

7-10 Many of PERF’s policy recommendations include using clearer 
descriptions that are more aligned to best practice. What, if anything, 
prevents CPD from using policy language recommended by PERF 
even if it is different from CMR language? 



11-12 What is the process and timeline for how these recommendations 
related to supervisor responsibilities related to UOF are being 
considered?  Who are the stakeholders involved and when might a 
decision be made? 

17 Has the department considered whether the language “Less Lethal, 
Less Lethal” may not give clear enough information about what is 
about to happen that would “give the subject a reasonable opportunity 
to comply”? 

35 Where did Officer McMahon receive training on the 21 foot rule? 

Equipment Do all CPD officers in patrol cars now have 40 mm launchers? 
 
What is the CPD response to the recommendation to equip all patrol 
cars with MK-9 OC spray? 
 
What is the CPD response to replace the OC spray on duty belts with 
the gel form instead of the aerosol form? 

 
 
 


